THE RETURN TO COACHING:
IDEAS FOR COACHING
UNDER COVID-19
RESTRICTIONS

Thank you to everyone who has joined in the
#MondayNightCC.
This resource has been created as a result of the webinar held
on Wednesday 20th May in response to the COVID-19
restrictions.

Before you
start…

The sessions provided are from the coaches who attend.

Thank you for collaborating and sharing.
Apologies where recognition hasn’t been included.
Apologies for the different designs.
It is the responsibility of the coach delivering the sessions to
ensure that they meet the COVID-19 guidelines. Check the
latest advice before deciding whether the ideas in the
following resource are suitable.

ARRIVAL GAMES - 1ST TOUCH RONDO
4

10mins

8x8

Not needed

• Organisation - The minimum group size is 4. The square is set out
with markers. Poles set out the central passing lane. Maximum of 2
touches.
• Objective - The player receiving the ball aims to play the ball back
through the central area. 1st team to pass through the poles 20 times
wins.

• Observation 1. Can the attacker shift the ball off his first touch
2. Can the player control the ball on the move?
3. Does the player receiving display disguise or double movements
4. Players off the ball move to create a clear passing lane through the
central area

ARRIVAL GAMES - FOOT TENNIS
3 groups of 2

Small tight

10mins

Not needed

• Organisation - 3 foot tennis courts. Ball can bounce once inside the
court on each point.
• Objective - Win points like tennis or work as a team against the other
courts to have the longest rally.

MIDFIELD RELATIONSHIPS
• Organisation - Cones. Balls, Bibs.The ball starts with one of
the yellow players on the outside of the grid off a switch
between players. Each time the ball is passed into central
areas each player inside the grid must touch the ball before a
pass to the outside player on the opposite side can be made.
Once the player at the end receives the ball they sprint to the
starting point. The dark players are passive defenders who
block passing lanes Rotate players to inside the grid every 3
minutes.

8 up

10mins

20 x 30

Not needed

• Objective - This is a great passing practice for
midfield movement and relationships. Players have a
lot of oppertunities to practice their first touch and
passing technique.

• Observation 1. Movement of the players to receive a pass.
2. Can players inside the grid occupy different levels
3. Midfield - 1st touch
4. Midfield - Movement to support player on the ball
5. Outside players - Scan early for early passing
decisions (Body Position)
6. Details of pass - (which foot, Speed of pass)

CENTRAL MIDFIELD COMBINATIONS
9

10/20 minutes

25m - 5 x 5
Grid

Not needed

• Organisation - Cones/Poles 4 colours . The ball starts with player at
one end the ball is passed into central grid. the player turns and plays
the ball to the player at the opposite side. Rotate players to inside the
grid every 2 - 3 minutes.

25m

• Objective - How many passes in 1.30sec
• Observation 1. Scanning shoulder
2. 1st touch
3. Variation of turns
• Progressions:
1. Before the ball is passed by the player at one they call a colour( red,
black , Blue or yellow ) the player turns in that direction.
2. Before the ball is passed by the player at one they call a colour( red,
black , Blue or yellow ) the player turns in the opposite direction
3. Change cones around

FIVE POINT GAME
3 groups of 3
3 grids of 12 x
12 ,adjust age
ability

10 minutes

Not needed

• Organisation - Cones , Balls . The ball starts with any player on any
cone who passes to the ball to a team mate. Once a player passes
they move to the adjacent cone. ( players must move cones after
each pass ) The ball can not be played diagonally from one corner of
the square to the other (Triangles)
• Objective - How many passes in 1.00 minute

• Observation 1. Weight of pass
2. 1st touch
3. Play the way you're facing
4. Communication
5. Quick movement off the ball

• Progressions:
1. Put mannequins or obstacles in passing lanes.

BREAKING LINES
• Organisation - Cones/Poles. Mini goal The ball starts
with coach who plays the ball to either blue 6 or 8. the
player turns and plays the ball to the player at the
opposite side.
• Objective Attacking1. Play the ball from the 6 and 8 to the 10 and 9 who
combine to score in large goal
Defense1. Screen forward passes
2. Intercept and score in small goals
1

C

8 up

10/20 minutes

Tight 1/4 1/2 pitch

Not needed

• Observation Attacking:
1. Recognising moments to play forward and when to
switch the play
2. Body position on first touch
3. Variation of turns
4. Movement to receive the ball between lines
5. Decision of finish ( power , accuracy )
Defensive:
1. Slide across as a unit
2. Tilt underneath (far side)
3. Communication between players
• Progressions:
1. Limit touches in attacking 1/2
2. First time finish
3. Blue intercept and finish in small goals

BREAKING LINES V2
• Organisation - Cones/Poles/Bibs and Mini goals .The
ball starts with coach who plays the ball to red team.
The Red team aim to pass the ball to tree team on the
opposite side of the field. rotate into central zone ever 3
minutes

9

10/15 minutes

40 x 30

• Objective Attacking1. Play the ball from one side of the grid to the other
without.
Defense1. Screen forward passes
2. Intercept and score in small goals

6/8m

6/8m

6/8m

Not needed

C

• Observation Attacking:
1. Recognising moments to play forward and when to
switch the play
2. Body position on first touch
3. Scanning to play forward
4. Variation of turns
5. Movement to receive the ball between lines
6. Decision of finish ( power , accuracy )
Defensive:
1. Slide across as a unit
2. Tilt underneath (far side)
3. Communication between players

BREAKING LINES
• Organisation - Cones/Poles. The ball starts with coach
who plays the ball to either blue or red. Blue replicate
9,7,11,10 and 8. Red replicate 2 , 3 , 4 and 5.

9

• Objective White has the ball:
1. White team-Quick passes between each other inside
their grid.
2. Red team- Slide to cover passing lanes as a defensive
unit

10/15 minutes

40 x 30

1

C

Not needed

• Observation Attacking:
1. Recognising moments to play forward and when to
switch the play
2. Body position on first touch
3. Variation of turns
4. Movement to receive the ball between lines
5. Decision of finish ( power , accuracy )
Defensive:
1. Slide across as a unit
2. Tilt underneath (far side)
3. Communication between players
• Progressions:
1. Finish with a shot into goals on the opposite side
2. Can only finish/Pass into goal with 1st time pass
3. Intercept and finish
4. Feed both teams
5. Divide field into 2v2 or 3 v 3

PLAYING THROUGH MIDFIELD
3 minutes X 4, 30
seconds rest

6 up

8x8

Not needed

• Organisation - Cones , Mannequins /poles. The ball starts with one
of the outside players the. Each time the ball is passed into central
areas each player inside the grid must touch the ball before a pass to
the outside player on the opposite side can be made. The games
works best if played in two identical grids with two teams competing
against each other. Rotate players to inside the grid every 3 minutes.
C

• Objective - A goal is scored each time the ball is played successfully
between the mannequins from one side to the other. The outside
player cannot return the ball through the same pair of mannequins or
to the same player.
• Observation 1. Movement of the outside players to receive a pass.
2. Outside players - shift the 1st touch
3. Midfield - 1st touch
4. Midfield - Movement to support player on the ball
5. Different passing techniques ( Inside foot , Laces , Weight )

• Progressions - Limit touches on the players inside the grid

SHOOT ON SIGHT
4 v 4+ GK up
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6 shots each for
15 /20min

Not needed

• Organisation - The ball is played in by outside players one at a
time to the central player who shoots into the goal. After each shot
the central must recover between red cones before receiving the
next pass. Outside player move clockwise after each pass until
they reach the top of the box. Shooter moves to 1st station on the
outside of the box.
• Objective - Each player keeps score of how many goals are scored
in the session.
• Observation 1. Angle & timing of run
2. Variety of finishes
3. 1st time finish or 1st touch to finish
• Progressions - Vary the pass from the outside. No shots inside the 6
yard box.

CROSSES AND FINISHES
5 up

๏ Organisation - The goalkeeper begins the game with a

volley over the attacking team to the coach or midfielder.
Once they control the ball, a pass is made to one of the
wide players who drives into the grid at the side of the
field and crosses. The players who are lined up behind
the goal then sprint to their attacking positions. Once it
is finished the players swap positions and the action
starts again.
1
1

10

9

1/2 Field

15/20m

Not
needed

7

1

๏ Observations
C

9

1
1

10

C

7

Attacking:
1. Runs into the box once predicting crosses
2. Timing of runs
3. Technique on crosses
4. Choice of crosses into the box
5. How do the players react to the 2nd phase
Defensive:
6. GK Positioning
7. GK coming for crosses

CONE LOOP - FITNESS TOP UP
• Organisation - Cones/Poles/goals .The player starts
between two cones (diagram) and reaches through the
course

1

10 x 5m
x2

• Objective - Set up two courses and race between
players. Player or team that finishes 1st wins.

10min

Not
needed

GRIDS - DISTANCE RUNNING
2 up

30m , 5 x 5
grids

• Organisation - Cones/Poles. 2 x 5x5 grids
C

• Objective 1. Blue player aims to juggle 10 times with the ball
2. Blue player then sprints to box opposite and completes 4
passes to red player.
3. Blue player sprints back to 1st grid
4. Repeat 4 times then red swaps with blue
• Progressions 1. Change distance between grids
2. Change Juggles to ??
3. Change pass technique ( Headers , Volleys )

10/15min

Not
needed

BREAKING LINES V3
• Organisation - Cones/Bibs and Mini goals .The field is
broken up into 8 x 4x4 grids in the central area with
narrow end and wide zones. The game starts with the
coach feeding the ball to one team in the end narrow
zones.

2 up

30m , 5 x 5
grids

• Objective - Keep possession in the central 3v3 zone moving the ball to unbalance the defence. When a gap
appears play a penetrating pass through the opponent’s
defence towards the blue striker who can score. If the
reds intercept the ball they aim to counter attack with the
same rules applying.

C

10/15min

Not
needed

• Observation Attacking:
1. Recognising moments to play forward and when to switch the
play
2. Body position on first touch
3. Scanning to play forward
4. Variation of turns
5. Movement to receive the ball between lines
6. Decision of finish ( power , accuracy )
Defensive:
1. Slide across as a unit avoid getting split
2. Tilt underneath (far side)
3. Counter quickly when possible , when not value possession
4. Can you dictate where the opponent plays the ball using body
position
5. Force them to play predictable football and then win an
intercept

RONDO 5 v 2
• Organisation - Cones/Bibs and Mini goals .The field is
broken up into 6 x 3x3 grids. The game starts with the
coach feeding the ball to a red player in one of the grids

• Objective 1. 1 point attacking team strings 8 passes together
2. 1 point defending team if they intercept
3. Five attacking players look to combine with their team
mates to keep possession whilst the players inside the
central zone look to intercept.
4. After a playing a pass to a team mate , you can move to
a free grid to support the play.

C

7

6 x 3 x3
grids

10/15min

Not
needed

• Observation Attacking:
1. Penetration - Can you combine to create oppertunities to play
through the central defensive players
2. Support - Passing positions left/right/centre and far
3. Communication
4. Types of combination passes - Around/Through /Under/over
• Progressions 1. Defenders stay in the middle for 30sec - 1min
2. Attacking player who loses possession and their team mate
on the left go into the central zone and swap with the
defensive players

2 v 2 ZONAL ATTACK
• Organisation - Cones/Poles/Bibs and Mini goals .The
ball starts with coach who plays the ball to red or blue
team.The team with the ball aims to score in the goals
on the opposite side of the field. The defensive team
aims to intercept passes and score in the goals on the
opposite side of the field.
• Objective Attacking1. Play the ball from one side of the grid to the other and
score in the goals.
Defense1. Screen forward passes
2. Intercept and score in small goals

C

4 up

10/15 minutes

40 x 30

Not needed

• Observation Attacking:
1. Recognising moments to play forward and when to
switch the play
2. Movement to receive the ball between lines
3. Decision of finish ( power , accuracy ) 1st time or first
touch
4. Penetration - Can you play penetrating passes
Defensive:
1. Slide to intercept
2. Communication from the player behind of what passing
lane to cover
3. Scan over shoulder
4. Delay passes forward
• Progressions 1. Shot clock
2. No passes over knee height

PENATRATING PASSES
• Organisation - Cones/Poles/Bibs. Player on either side
of the grids play diagonal passes between grids.

• Objective 1. To score a point all four players must complete 1 pass
and get the ball back to the start point. 60/90 seconds
then rest and swap out passive defender.
CONE OR MANEQUIN - LITTLE/NO PDE - Set passing
pattern
CENTRAL LANE DEFENDER - PDE - No set passing
pattern. Shift defender to play forward.

4m

4m

4m

C

9

10/15 minutes

8x4x4
grids

Not needed

• Observation 1. 1st touch
2. Body position to receive the ball
3. Passing - Inside , laces , outside
4. Scan before receiving pass
5. With central lane defender - Recognise when to pass
forward
6. Scan before receiving pass

• Progressions 1. 2 touch
2. 1 touch

SHOOTING ON THE RUN
• Organisation - Cones/Poles/Bibs and Mini goals with
shooting zones.Blues dribble the ball quickly into the
scoring zone to score in either goal.As soon as blues
shoot then reds dribble quickly in the goals opposite
them and repeat.
• Objective 1. Personal mobility , Penetrating runs & Penetrating shots
on goal.

10/15 minutes

8

25 x 25

Not needed

• Observation 1. Personal mobility - Run faster with or without the ball ?
Keep the ball under control at speed
2. Penetrating Runs - Direction of explosive action and
option of 1 v 1
3. Penetrating Shots on goal - Players take their shots on
goal quickly and then get ready for the defensive phase
of play quickly

• Progression 1. Make the grid larger
2. Make the grid smaller
3. Change the direction of the field to have goals facing
each other at either end.

4 V 1 MINI GOAL RONDO
• Organisation - Cones/Poles/Bibs, four goals. Four blue
players combine and score in any of the central goals.
Red defender looks to intercept the chances on goal.

• Objective 1. Improvisation , Penetrating passes , Supporting
positions. Defending Delay and dictate.

5

10/15 minutes

8x4x4
grids

Not needed

• Observation 1. Improvisation - Can you beat your opponent with
disguised 1st touch , explosive 1st touch and supporting
runs off the ball
2. Penetration - Can you as an attacker combine with your
teammates to play a penetrating pass
3. Support - Communication , passing positions left/
right/centre (far)
4. Types of combination passes - Around /Through /Under
/Over
C

• Progressions 1. Time limit - Swap if team doesn’t score in allocated time
2. No pass over knee high
3. If the defender wins possession can score in any of the two
goals on the outside of the field.

MIDFIELD COMBINATION WITH WIDE PLAY
8 up

10/20 minutes

40 x 30

Scoring Zone

Scoring Zone

• Organisation - Cones/Poles/Bibs and Mini goals .The
ball starts with coach who plays the ball to red team in
zone 1. 3 v 2 in one 1/2 of the field. Red team looks to
pass to team mate in central grid and team mates
support their pass with forward runs into wide ( wide
areas ) to create cut back options to score.Defenders
Can intercept and score in the same manner. If the
ball goes out the players reset and the ball is played to
the blue team with the same rules.

• Observation Attacking:
1. Open out on the wings
2. Timing of runs
3. Choice of cross - weight
Defensive:
1. Only interceptions allowed
C

Not needed

Conduct
Skill Training / Recognition
Players
Involved

6 x players

Areas / Size

20m x 20m – Central Zones could adjust
depth to suit players 20 x 5m

Timing

12-16 mins
Swap defs in middle every 60-90 secs

Shape /
Formation /
Style

As shown in diagram

Scoring method

Orgs 1pt for passing across central zone.
Defs 1pt for intercepting ball & keeping it
inside central zone
2pts for hitting ball in Pugg goals at either
end (time limit 5 secs)

Starts/ Restarts

Ball restarts with players in either end

Rules/
Explanation

The aim is for the Oranges to progress the
ball forward past the 2 x screens in
midfield.
The ball travels in both directions.
Only 1 x player allowed in a zone at a time.
Players can switch zones with a player of
the same colour as long as they do it more
than 1-5m apart.

Progression/
Step Up or Step
Down

1. Orgs get 2pts for splitting 2 x Defs in
centre zone

2. Orgs get 2pts if pass diagonally across
central zone without splitting defs
Step Down: Central players are not allowed
to switch zones.
Added Extras (if

Place image here or illustrate
using the FFA template/s

Conduct
Script
Exercise Task/Challenge:
All Orange Players to constantly create problems for 2 x Central players so they cannot organize to prevent ball going forward.
Player Tasks/Challenges:

Coach’s Cues:

What
Orange players constantly challenge the defs to reposition.

When
If the 2 x central defs are close together (moving together)
then 2nd player needs to reposition wide to look for pass
outside of the 2 x defs.
If the 2 x defs are apart (moving apart) then 2nd player needs
to reposition to play split pass between them.
and How
Player in possession when players split or come together
disguise the direction of your pass.

When the ball is on your side of the grid.
In possession adjust position of ball to make defs move (1st
Touch, rwball or passing).
Out of possession try to reposition yourself so that can play 1st
time across central zone if receive ball.

Orange players if ball in other zone.
You need to reposition to give the player in possession a
possible 2nd or 3rd passing option.
Far side player can you position yourself to receive diagonal
pass across central zone or split pass if defs split.
Ball side player can you position yourself for split pass or pass
down side of grid.
Why Disrupt their defensive shape so the ball can progress
forward.

Conduct
Skill Introduction / Intervention
Players Involved

9 + 1 coach

Area and Size

15m x 20m

Timing

20 minutes (total)

Starts/Restarts

From who: Pass the ball from line A through the
gates to the player at line C

Scoring Method

- 1 point per accurate pass within the channel

3

3

1

C

15m
3

B
1

Rules/
Explanation

1. Player 1 passes the ball from Line A through
the gate (line B), to player 3 at line C.
2. Player 3 dribbles the ball outside of the
gates back to Line A,
3. Player 2 then passes to player 3 and repeat

Added Extras?

Make sure players maintain social distancing in
the queues.
Strictly no handling of the ball (feet only)

Progressions

- Players can undertake other skills at the
cones such as scissors, step overs, V drags
etc be creative whilst dribbling back to Line A.
- Player 1 and 3 complete a 1-2 between line B
and C before player 3 takes the ball back to
line A.

Competition

How many passes can each pair make in 60
seconds?

1

2

A
2

20m

Conduct
Skill Training / Recognition
Players
Involved

9 + 1 coach

Areas / Size

20m x 15m. Triangles are 1.5m x 1.5
minimum

Timing

20 minutes

Scoring method

1. 2 passes at each triangle

Starts/ Restarts

Either player

Rules/
Explanation

1. Players are split into team of 3
2. The team of 3 complete 2 passes around
the triangle
3. The third player receives the ball and
takes it to a new triangle.
4. Players then repeat action 1 and repeat
Each game/round last for 60-90 seconds.
Strictly 1 team at a gate at a time

Progression/
Step Up or Step
Down

1. Which team can score the most passes
in 60 seconds
2. After they completed a colour they
cannot go to the same colour next.
3. Pass from further away
4. Make the area bigger
5. Can you score through two sides of the
triangle rather than around
6. Players must change angle to receive
the return pass

Step down – Stay at the same triangle,
make the triangles wider or only use the
same colour gates (e.g. red pair only red
cones)

Added Extras (if
required)

X

C

X

X

X

15m

X
X

B
X

X
X

A
20m

Conduct
Script
Exercise Task/Challenge:
Complete 2 good passes at every triangle then quickly repeat at a different gate
Player Tasks:

Coach’s Cues:

1. Using the correct surface of the foot, can you complete 2
quick and accurate passes?
2. Can you pass on 1 touch (not needing to control the ball
first)?
3. Can you make the first pass at the earliest opportunity? This
might be over a longer distance.
4. Can you check your shoulder before receiving the pass, so
you know where you can go to next?

1. As you pass the ball, lock your ankle and strike the ball
with the inside of the foot. The ankle of the kicking foot
needs to follow a correct passing line from swing to
connection to follow through. The standing foot needs to
point at the destination.
2. When possible, move inline with the ball and repeat the
passing action, without controlling the ball first.
3. As soon as your partner is at or near the next gate can
you get the ball out of your feet and accurately pass the
ball through.
4. At all moments especially as the ball is coming to you,
can you have a quick look over your shoulder to see the
space. Easier if you are already on a half turn not facing
the ball.

Conduct
Skill Game / Free Game
Areas / Size

2 boxes of 5x5 with 4m space between, small
goal/poles 5-10 m beyond last box. Set up 3
different areas (3 players at each)

Timing

20 minutes

Scoring
method

1 ball in the goal = 1 goal
Bonus goal if got all 3.
First back gets 3 goals.

Starts/
Restarts

Ball starts at the top with a player as shown
by purple team.

Rules/
Explanation

1. Players 1 & 2 must complete a pass from
their starting lines (A or B)
2. Players 1 & 2 must take up a new position
on lines C and D
3. Player 3 must pass direct to player 1 and
then take up new position
4. Repeat all passes in box 2, player 3 must
now shoot into the goal for the final pass
5. All players start again in box one
changing player numbers/roles. Repeat all
stages, with a new player 3 now scoring in
the Small goal.
6. Repeat until all 3 players have had a shot
at the goal

Progression
/
Step Up or
Step Down

Step up –
Bigger boxes and put the goal further away
Passes or final shot in the air
Weaker foot
Add more boxes
Step down – make area/goal closer

3
1

A

2

B

C

D

Planning Template
Coloured cones by G Banks – Centre Midfield Awareness
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Conduct
Skill Introduction / Intervention – Centre Midfield Combinations
Players
Involved

3 groups of 3

Area and Size

3 grids of 24 v 5 (or longer depending on
age)

Timing

20mins

Starts/Restarts

From who:
Position:

Scoring
Method

Number of completed passes in 1min
30secs

Rules/
Explanation

Player in the grid is working.
Player #7 passess the ball into the player in
grid #9 and calls a colour. Player must take
a touch towards the colour, dribble round
and then play the ball back to Player #7.
Then Player #5 passes into player #9
Let players get used to the practice.
Then coach walks around changing the
colours of the cones

Coaching
points

Looking over shoulder to be aware of what
is around you

Progressions

1. First take a touch away from the colour
called. Then a sharp turn to dribble around
the colour cone before passing the ball back

Competition

Each group is trying to get to more points
than the other groups

Place image here or illustrate
using the FFA template/s

Planning Template
Centre Midfield Wave Practice and Third Man Running by G Banks – Centre Midfield Awareness
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Planning Template
Example 2
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Planning Template
Example 3
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Conduct
Skill Introduction / Intervention – Centre Midfield Combinations
Players
Involved

9 PLayers

Area and Size

Most of the space available

Timing

20mins

Starts/Restarts

From who:
Position:

Scoring
Method

[Could have a goal to score in at each end]

Rules/
Explanation

Two players to work the ball to the other end
through various combinations of the two
CMs
Rotate two CMs regularly.
In the first example, #2 passes into #10,
who passes to #5. #5 passes to #8 who
finds #2 who is running on. Ball finishes
with #7 who starts again with a new partner.
Waiting players must be on a cone 4m
behind the other player

Coaching
points

Centre Midfield combinations. Weight of
pass. Open body position

Progressions

1. First take a touch away from the colour
called. Then a sharp turn to dribble around
the colour cone before passing the ball back

Competition

Place image here or illustrate
using the FFA template/s

